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Abstract: In modern computer networks log dispatches produced on different bias throughout the network is collected and 

anatomized. The data from these log dispatches gives the network directors an overview of the networks operation, allows 

them to descry problems with the network and block security breaches. In this thesis several different centralized log 

operation systems are anatomized and estimated to see if they match the conditions for security, performance and cost which 

was established. These conditions are designed to meet the stakeholder’s conditions of log operation and allow for scaling 

along with the growth of their network.  
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I. INTRODUCTION   

A commercial computer network  generally consists of  numerous different electronic  bias, power distribution systems, and work 

consoles. With centralized network  operation, all of these can be managed from a single control station or garçon. Businesses  

frequently to tend to add  outfit and software to networks that can make them more complex; the number of systems to manage is  

occasionally so large there's a lack of connections between  distant  corridor [1][ 6]. Centralized  operation  generally makes  stoner 

access, data  storehouse, and troubleshooting more accessible[ 4]. Managing a network generally includes monitoring performance, 

but security, balancing of processor loads, and business  operation are  generally important as well. A garçon can be  consolidated 

to cover  colorful  functional parameters. It can reply in response to particular  conduct or if certain  situations of business or 

processing  exertion are reached. functional and security  programs can also be set in the system so that centralized network  

operation can be performed efficiently[ 2].   

II. CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT  

Centralization refers to the process in which conditioning involving planning and decision- making within an association are 

concentrated to a specific leader or  position. In a centralized association, the decision- making powers are retained in the head 

office, and all other  services admit commands from the main office. The  directors and specialists who make critical  opinions are 

grounded in the head office.   

III. IMPORTANCE OF CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT  

  When you can only reply to  operation performance issues and security  pitfalls, your business will suffer. Proactively addressing 

network issues is the key to staying ahead of monitoring and security demands.  Creating a pervasive visibility subcaste is the first 

step toward being more  visionary. But the  each-important alternate step for enterprise IT leaders is to  apply a  operation strategy 

that actually enables to  fluently manage the visibility subcaste and optimize network tools and security appliances by  transferring 

the right business to the right tool. A well managed visibility subcaste, empowers network  mindfulness in real- time, easing  

rapidfire responses to constantly- changing demands.  Fortinet centralized  operation  results include the FortiManager and 

FortiAnalyzer products. FortiManager provides the centralized  operation of multiple FortiGate  bias in a single  operation view. 

The FortiAnalyzer provides a centralized view of real- time &  literal logging along with reporting capabilities of logs collected 

from FortiGate  bias and  colorful Fortinet products. Fortinet’s approach in offering two promised  factors for centralized  operation 

provides a scalable and flexible option for consumer[9].  

Centralized management: one of the best options for your company  

“Pragmatism”, “saving” and “effectiveness” are words that should be engraved on your brain, especially if you are one of those 

who want their business to be profitable . But let us add a new one right now: “centralized management”.It is completely viable and 

it has been a major breakthrough, thanks to technology.  

During the last few years, companies have been trying to get a hold of a range of tools that enables them to establish a more 

centralized management. Their goal is simple: save time and space. Therefore, it must be clear that technology is essential when 

managing the large amount of information generated by a company. Centralized  operation tools are  formerly overcrowding the  

request since they're extremely useful. They represent a whole new revolution, one of those that awaken our sense of rebellion. 

These means allow us to reduce the disadvantages of a decentralized and multi focus administration. Now, at last, you can transfer  

numerous aspects of your day to day operability to a single office that works as headquarters.  It's clear that if you have a company 

made up of several  structures, companies, or grocery stores and you want to set the centralization you need in  stir, you must 

transfer the most important departments from each  position to the central headquarters. Of course, to achieve this you'll have to 

take a chance on centralization technology. latterly on, we will give you some advice on this content, because without it  consolidated  

operation would make no sense[ 3].  

Effects  

• The effect of centralized  operation on certain  diurnal aspects of your business will be plainly clear,  similar as resource 

optimization, since the costs will be  vastly  dropped. Centralization means saving,  lower  outfit,  lower staff and  lower licenses.  
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• Productivity will increase or will be  vastly  bettered. Imagine being  suitable to have access to your computers ever in an easy, 

fast and streamlined manner. Centralization implies using by  description more simple criteria,  operations, and administration. 

To carry out centralization there has to be at the  veritably least some kind of communication and order. There have to be some 

action protocols! formerly all of these features, communication and order have been regulated and established, centralization will 

be possible, and as a consequence, productivity will increase.  

• Together with those we've been  suitable to review, another parameter that we will cover, to a lesser or  lower extent, is safety. 

When everything is  consolidated in a single database, not distributed, the access to it and its control will be immediate. System 

evaluation will be fast and there will be no need to go through each and every one of the branches looking for  crimes or failures. 

Everything will be at your disposal. You'll  snappily notice, for  illustration, whether they've been  interposed by some external  

existent or any unauthorized  particulars.  

• Your company’s competitiveness will increase by getting to a  position where the other companies have done the same. 

consolidated systems are much more flexible when it comes to the renewal of the system itself or its branches. Whatever update, 

both physical and virtual aimed to restructure the central headquarters, will shortly after spread to the rest of its additions[3].   

• Symantec's AntiVirus is intended to  cover an entire network. It provides centralized  operation of software that scans  waiters as 

well as end-  stoner systems. Like Norton AntiVirus, it handles worms, contagions, Trojan  nags, and Spyware as well as  reviews 

incoming and  gregariouse-mail attachments. The major difference between the “ Symantec ” marker and the “ Norton ” marker 

is the capability to control all  clones of the software from a single computer[ 8].   

Centralization  vs Decentralization  

• We start with centralized systems because they are the most intuitive and easy to understand and define. Centralized systems are 

systems that use client/server architecture where one or more client nodes are directly connected to a central server. This is the 

most commonly used type of system in many organizations where a client sends a request to a company server and receives the 

response[7].  

• Presence of a global  timepiece As the entire system consists of a central  knot( a garçon/ a master) and  numerous  customer 

bumps( a computer/ a slave), all  customer bumps sync up with the global  timepiece( the  timepiece of the central  knot).  

• One single central unit One single central unit which serves coordinates all the other bumps in the system.  

• Dependent failure of  factors Central  knot failure causes the entire system to fail. This makes sense because when the garçon is 

down, no other  reality is there to  shoot admit responses requests.   

• In decentralized systems, every  knot makes its own decision. The final  geste of the system is the  total of the  opinions of the 

individual bumps.  

IV. ADVANTAGES    

An effective centralization offers the following advantages   

1) A clear chain of command A centralized association benefits from a clear chain of command because every person within the 

association knows who to report to. Junior  workers know who to approach whenever they've  enterprises about the association.  

2) concentrated vision When an association follows a centralized  operation structure, it can  concentrate on the fulfilment of its 

vision with ease. There are clear lines of communication and the  elderly  superintendent can communicate the association’s 

vision to  workers and guide them toward the achievement of the vision. In the absence of centralized  operation, there will be 

inconsistencies in relaying the communication to  workers because there are no clear lines of authority. Directing the 

association’s vision from the top allows for a smooth  perpetration of its  fancies and strategies. The association’s stakeholders  

similar as  guests, suppliers, and communities also admit a  invariant communication.  

3) Reduced costs A centralized association adheres to standard procedures and  styles that guide the association, which helps reduce 

office and  executive costs. The main decision- makers are housed at the company’s head office or headquarters, and  thus, 

there's no need for planting  further departments and  outfit to other branches. Also, the association doesn't need to dodge  

redundant costs to hire specialists for its branches since critical  opinions are made at the head office and  also communicated to 

the branches. The clear chain of command reduces the duplication of  liabilities that may affect in  fresh costs to the association.   

4) Quick  perpetration of  opinions In a centralized association,  opinions are made by a small group of people and  also 

communicated to the lower-  position  directors. The involvement of only a many people makes the decision- making process 

more effective since they can  bandy the details of each decision in one meeting. The  opinions are  also communicated to the 

lower  situations of the association forimplementation.However, the process will take longer and conflicts will arise, If lower-  

position  directors are involved in the decision- making process. That will make the  perpetration process lengthy and 

complicated because some  directors may  expostulate to the  opinions if their input is ignored[ 2].   

DISADVANTAGES  

The following are the disadvantages of centralization    

1) Regulatory leadership consolidated  operation resembles a dictatorial form of leadership where  workers are only 

anticipated to deliver results according to what the top  directors assign them. workers are  unfit to contribute to the decision- making 

process of the association, and they're  simply device of  opinions made at a advanced  position.   

2) Remote control The association’s  directors are under tremendous pressure to formulate  opinions for the association, and 

they warrant control over the  perpetration process. The failure of  directors to polarize the decision- making process adds a lot of 

work to their  divisions. The  directors suffer from a lack of time to supervise the  perpetration of the  opinions. This leads to 

disinclination on the part of  workers. thus, the  directors may end up making too  numerous  opinions that are  moreover  

inadequately  enforced or ignored by the  workers.  

3) Detainments in work Centralization results in detainments in work as records are  transferred to and from the head office. 

workers calculate on the information communicated to them from the top, and there will be a loss in man- hours if there are 
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detainments in relaying the records. This means that the  workers will be less productive if they need to  stay long ages to get 

guidance on their coming  systems.  

4) Lack of hand  fidelity workers come  pious to an association when they're allowed  particular  enterprise in the work they 

do. They can introduce their creativity and suggest ways of performing certain tasks. still, in centralization, there's no action in work 

because  workers perform tasks conceptualized by top  directors. This limits their creativity and  fidelity to the association due to 

the  severity of the work[  

Conclusion  

     Centralization refers to a setup in which the decision-making powers are concentrated in a few leaders at the top of the organizational 

structure. Decisions are made at the top and communicated to lower-level managers for implementation. Businesses often to tend 

to add equipment and software to networks that can make them more complex; the number of systems to manage is sometimes so 

large there is a lack of connections between disparate parts. Centralized management usually makes user access, data storage, and 

troubleshooting more convenient. Managing a network generally includes monitoring performance, but security, balancing of 

processor loads, and traffic management are usually important as well. A server can be centralized to monitor various operational 

parameters. It can react in response to particular actions or if certain levels of traffic or processing activity are reached. Operational 

and security policies can also be set in the system so that centralized network management can be performed efficiently. Centralized 

network management is typically useful when many applications running in the system interfere with performance.  
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